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AMW-98
No Odor Mastic & Adhesive Remover
100% Organic Industrial Degreaser
AMW-98 is an organic formulation that is perfect to use
when you need performance without an odor. AMW-98
is not diluted with water.
AMW-98 is safe to use. AMW-98 meets all specification
criteria for no odor products. Additionally, it is ideally
suited for projects where odor is a major concern, such
as occupied buildings and hospitals.
AMW-98 has been developed to remove cutback asphalt
floor adhesives. It can also be used to remove tars, oils
and greases. Its special composition has outstanding
cleaning capabilities and AMW-98's Flash Point is
higher 200°F.
• Removes cut back adhesives with no odor

APPLICATION SUGGESTIONS - MASTIC REMOVAL
Consult Material Safety Data before working with this product.
Keep Material Safety Data available at all times during usage.
Sample applications are recommended to determine the
product's desirability and effective coverage rate.
Always use with adequate mechanical ventilation. Avoid
venting any area where chemicals are used into occupied
areas or ventilation systems.
METHOD A:
1.

Soak material to be removed. Allow sufficient time for
AMW-98 to penetrate and loosen the treated material.

2.

With cleaning tools, such as scrubbers, brooms,
brushes or scrapers, remove the treated materials.

3.

When necessary, repeat the previous steps.

4.

Thoroughly wash and rinse the treated area with
detergent and water. Surface must be totally clean prior to
any replacement material installation. Allow adequate time
to completely dry.

5.

Collect and dispose of all materials in accordance with all
Federal, State and Local regulations.

• No Hazardous solvents...No acids
• High Flash Point over 200° F Closed Cup
• Non-caustic...pH Neutral

PROPERTIES
CLASS

Cleaning Compound

COLOR

Clear

SHIPPING CLASS

55

WEIGHT PER GALLON

6.81 lbs

FLASH POINT (Lowest Component)

>210° F

BOILING RANGE
PACKAGING

METHOD B:
1.

Apply an adequate amount of AMW-98 to the material to
be removed.

2.

Begin cleaning operations quickly. Using scrubbers,
brooms, brushes or scrapers, work AMW-98 into the
treated material and remove it. Continue as required.

3.

Follow steps 3 through 5 in Method A.

460° F - 540° F
55-Gallon Drums
5-Gallon Pails

American Coatings Corporation's (ACC) liability regarding this product is limited to the replacement of any materials which are found to be defective by ACC's laboratory. The
user shall be solely responsible for determining the suitability of this product for each project onto which it is intended to be used. ACC makes no warranty, expressed or
implied, with regard to this product.
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